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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

DOCKETNO.090539-GU 

Date Filed: April 29,201 1 
Transportation Service agreement with Florida 

FLORIDA CITY GAS RESPONSE TO 

MOTION IN LIMINE, ETC., REQUEST FOR EXPEDITED RELIEF, 
AND ORAL ARGUMENT 

MIAMI-DADE WATER AND SEWER DEPARTMENT 

Florida City Gas (“FCG), pursuant to Rule 28-106.204(1), Florida Administrative Code, 

hereby responds to the Miami-Dade Water and Sewer Department (“MDWASD”) Motion in 

Limine to Exclude Introduction of Revised or Supplemental Evidence of Florida City Gas 

Witnesses, Created After the Filing of Prefled Testimony, and Request for Expedited Relief 

(“Motion”) filed in this docket on April 22, 2011, along with a separate Request for Oral 

Argument, and respectfully requests that the Florida Public Service Commission 

(“Commission”) deny this Motion because MDWASD is seeking to exclude !?om the record 

highly relevant and responsive information, the very information MDWASD has sought through 

the discovery process and which it has fully examined through the discovery process. As for 

MDWASD’s request for oral argument, FCG believes such oral argument is unnecessary, but if 

the Prehearing Officer grants the separate request for oral argument, then FCG respectfully 

requests to attend and participate. In support of this response, FCG states as follows: 

1. MDWASD’s latest Motion reflects its unhappiness with the consequences of the 

adage, “be careful what you ask for.” After vigorously complaining about FCG‘s failure to 

produce original cost data for the three plants at issue, FCG finally located and provided such 
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information on March 23, 2011.’ MDWASD now seeks to exclude both the original cost 

documents as well as the use of such cost information in answering the various issues identified 

for this matter contrary to the letter and intent of Sections 120.569(2)(9) and 120.57(1)(b), 

Florida Statutes. In MDWASDs view, the record became frozen with the filing of testimony, 

and the product of the discovery process is meaningless. It is called “discovery” for a reason - if 
the parties had perfect knowledge and access to all the information at the beginning of litigation 

this case would have gone to hearing already. 

2. But litigation does not work that way - it is an evolutionary investigative process 

through which the relevant information and facts are discovered and ultimately presented to the 

Commission in the evidentisuy hearing, now scheduled for June 1-3, 201 1. By being subjected 

to the critical eye of opposing counsel and the Commission Staff, information is identified, 

analyzed, refined, and presented at the hearing through the lens of each party’s theory of the 

case. MDWASD’s Motion seeks to ignore the tremendous t h e ,  effort, and expense undertaken 

to ascertain the relevant facts so that this Commission can make an informed decision based 

upon the most complete and up to date information as is reasonably possible as required by 

Florida law. 

3. Consistent with its prior pleadings, most of MDWASDs Motion recounts its 

partial, incomplete, and inaccurate version of the. facts wrapped up with its opinions, arguments, 

and interpretations of those facts. This Motion reads more like a post hearing brief which, along 

with its other motions appears premised on the mistaken belief that if MDWASD says it enough 

’ FCG’s Supplemental Response to Staffs Second Set of Interrogatories No. 22. 
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it must be true. FCG will simply reply to most of the Motion by stating that it  completely 

disputes MDWASD’s construction of events as incomplete and inaccurate? 

4. Cutting through the harangue to what would be a legally recognizable complaint, 

it appears that MDWASD’s argument for a motion in limine is that it is inappropriate for FCG to 

utilize the information developed through the discovery process to correct cost numbers used in 

FCG’s testimony that FCG now knows and believes to be inaccurate. Based upon the discovery 

responses presented and further vetted through subsequent interrogatories, production of 

documents, and depositions, FCG has corrected the two original cost numbers for the Orr and 

Hialeah plants. During the discovery process several computational errors in FCG’s 

methodology have been pointed out. As a result, FCG has filed revised testimony pages to 

correct the two original cost numbers for Orr and Hialeah, to correct the mathematical errors that 

have been identified, and to flow through those changes into the derived rate numbers and 

corresponding textual references in its direct and rebuttal testimonies. Exhibit “A” to this 

Response provides the relevant testimony pages that were impacted along with a track changes 

version of the edits. 

5. To be clear, these very limited changes reflect the substitution of two numbers - 

the original cost for the Orr and Hialeah plants - and then the flow-through effects of those 

numbers along with several mathematical errors that were revealed though the discovery process. 

This is not a wholesale or complete change in testimony. This is not the introduction of a new 

theory of the case. This is not a new or different analytical approach to evaluating the numbers. 

This is not the introduction of new witnesses. This is not the introduction of a new or different 

MDWASD also seeks to include by reference its previously filed Motions, one of which has already been denied. 
SEE Motion, at footnote 2. In addition, parb of MDWASD’s Motion read as if it was intended to be a new motion 
for summary final order or to bolster !he one already on file with the Commission. See paragraphs 32 and 34 of its 
Motion. As necessary, FCG stands on and incorporates herein it previous responses to those motions. 
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conclusion. Indeed, FCG's position and conclusion remains the same: the rates in the 2008 

Agreement do not recover their costs under any of the analyses or numbers used 

6. It was only from MDWASD's persistent insistence on original cost data that FCG 

has been actively, tediously, and methodically searching its archives to give MDWASD what it 

has asked for - the original work orders, tickets, and other such original source documents that 

identify each piece of pipe, coupler, bolt, and other such materials and labor. In the case of the 

On plant, we learned that the original facilities were installed by Miller Gas, a company that 

FCG acquired in 1991, and consistent with Commission practices, FCG has utilized the net book 

value of those acquired assets. 

7. The level of detail located and discovered is unprecedented. Contrary to 

MDWASD's constant droning, it is not a level of detail required in the routine course of FCG's 

business, and certainly not required to be kept on an active basis by this Commission. Yet, at 

MDWASD's instance, FCG has found the Orr and Hialeah records that contain the information 

MDWASD now seeks to exclude. Having the actual, verifiable information, FCG has corrected 

a few pages of Ms. Bermudez' testimony to reflect those original costs. There is well established 

and clear Commission precedent that as the record is developed, even at hearing, updated 

numbers should be used in lieu of inaccurate ones originally presented in testimony.' Because 

the two cost numbers for Orr and Hialeah are not the end all numbers, they have to be substituted 

' The Commission has the discretion under chapter 120 to deal with such updates and corrections in the most 
expedient manner appropriate, but the information is still entered and used. See, e.g.. Docket No. 080317-EI, Final 
Hearing Transcript, at 77,552,223 I-32,2236-37, and 2387 (PSC admitted various errata pages and exhibits, one of 
which was provided the week of the hearing); Docket No. 090172-El, Final Hearing Transcript, at pages 64, 159. 
209,259,295,334,384, and 736 (FPL submitted written errata for various witnesses three days before the hearing); 
Docket Nos. 0501 19-TP and 050125-Tp. Final Hearing Transcript, at pages 578 (changes made based upon later 
understanding and discovery response). Given the FCGs changes were submitted far in advance of the hearing, and 
subjected to additional discovery, FCG believes substitution of page8 as was done will enable the hearing to be 
conducted cleanly and more efficiently. 
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into the calculation methodology, which FCG is nof changing, and then flowed through to the 

ultimate rates! 

8. MDWASD mischaracterizes FCG's actions. As Mr. Williams testified in his 

marathon one-day deposition of almost 12 hours, FCG has attempted to act in a manner 

consistent with the law. When FCG determined that the 2008 Agreement was not in compliance 

with the law, it withdrew it and attempted to negotiate an agreement that could be approved 

consistent with the law. MDWASD rehed ;  it chose to litigate rather than to neg~tiate.~ Now in 

litigation mode, MDWASD questioned FCG's numbers and asked for the original cost support. 

That support has been found and the results are rates that are even further below cost. 

9. FCG filed its testimony based upon the best available information it had at the 

time. Subsequent discovery has proven that two key inputs to the analysis were wrong and 

several computational errors needed to be corrected. Based upon that information, FCG has 

updated its analysis with those inputs so that its testimony would be accurate when presented to 

the Commission at the hearing in June. By filing those numbers, some two months before 

hearing, FCG was seeking to avoid endless useless questions regarding numbers that everyone 

agrees are wrong. With this information, MDWASD was able to depose FCG's witnesses and 

' FCG certainly would have preferred to have had these numbers h m  the beginning. But because the types of 
records and information being sought are not those kept in the routine wme of business, because the installation 
dates for some of the facilities go back more h n  20 years, and because the Orr plant records were acquired by FCG 
from Miller Gas (and kept in an even less organized and accessible manner), the fact that these records have now 
been located is not a sufficient basis for keeping them out. The key documents were discovered after rebuttal was 
filed, but provided to MDWASD two weeks prior to the deposition of Ms. Bermudez with respect to the original 
cost documents and a week before her deposition with respect to the revised testimony, which included a track 
changes version so the changes would be clearly identified. Ms. Bermudez was deposed by the Staff and 
MDWASD for some 12 hours over two days. Moreover, all of this information was provided before the discover). 
cut off date. In fact both the Commission Staff and MDWASD have served an additional 87 discovely requests (not 
counting subparts) since the depositions, many of which M e r  go to these documents and how Ms. Bemudcz has 
used these numben. ' FCG's other customers successfally negotiated and were migrated to tariff rate services when the same analysis 
was applied to their contract rates and it WBS discovered that those rata did not recover their cost. 
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serve additional interrogatories and production of documents. The cross examination at the 

hearing can now be focused on what MDWASD has asked for - the actual on@ cost numbers. 

While this process has required some additional measure of work by the parties, it 

is important to keep in mind that while two numbers have changed, the conclusions in December 

2008, February 2009, December 2009, and throughout the course of this docket remain 

unchanged - under any and all of the cost analyses and inputs used, the rates in the 2008 

Agreement do not recover their costs and the 2008 Agreement shodd not be approved. 

10. 

CONCLUSION 

WHEREFORE, FCG respectfully requests that the prehearing officer deny the Motion in 

Limine of MDWASD to exclude the introduction of revised or supplemental evidence of FCG 

witnesses created after the filing of prefiled testimony and for expedited relief. The limited 

changes made to FCG's testimony simply reflect a correction to two numbers, corrections to 

mathcmatical errors, and the flow through consequences of such numbers, all of which were 

identified and vetted through the discovery process. FCG believes that the prehearing officer can 

dismiss MDWASD's Motion based upon these pleadings, makiig oral argument unnecessary. 

However, if the prehearing officer determines that such oral argument is necessary, then FCG 

would respectfully request that it be permitted to participate in such oral argument OR the same 

basis as MDWASD's counsel may be permitted. 
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Respectfully submitted this 29" day 

26 1 8 Centennial Place 
Tallahassee, Florida 32308 
Tel. 850-222-0720 
Fax 850-558-0656 

Shannon 0. Pierce, Esq. 
AGL Resources Inc. 
Ten Peachtree Place, 15" Floor 
Atlanta,GA 30309 
Tel. 404-584-3394 

Counsel for Florida City Gas 
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April 5,2011 - 
Ms. A m  Cole, Commission Clerk 
Office of Commission Clak 
Room 1 10, Easlel- Building 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
TallahaJsee, Florida 32399-0850 

Re: Docket No. 090539-GU 

Dear Ms. Cole: 

Enclosed for filing on behalf of Florida City Gas in the above referenced docket is an 
original and f i h  copies of thc following documents: 

1, Revised Dkct Testimony of Carolyn Bermudez, pages 12 and 15; and 

3. Revised Rebuttal Testimony of Carolyn Bermudez, pagts 2 and 7. 

Enclosed B T ~  clean copies of !he new revised pages as well as the cdfitsponding pages in 
track changes that are beiug provided only for informatid purposes. 

Also enciosed ~IV the following new exhibits for Carolyn Bermudez Direct and Rcbuaal 
Testimony: 

Direct Exhibit CB-2 Supplemental 
Direct Exhibit CB-3 Supplemental 
Direct Exhibit C B 4  Revised 
Rebuttal Exhibit CB-6 Revised 

The two supplemental exhibits art being provided in addition to the original exhibits and 
the two revised exhibits nre to be substituted for those that were originaUy filed. 

EXHIBIT “A” 

k & o n t l  C C ~ ~ C I  omct h r k  I 1618 Centennial Place I Tal lahaun Florlda 92308 
M.lliw Addnu: P.O. B m  15579 / n l l a h u a a  NorIda 32317 

U I l n  T~!sphorr: (850) 211-0710 1 Fu: (1150) U4-4359 



Ms. Ann Cole 
April 5,201 1 
page 2 

Please aoknowltdgc receipt of these documents by stamping the extra cvpy ofthis letter 
'Ncd" and nhlrmn ' gthesametome. 

Thank you for your nssistance with this tiling. 

FRSIamb 
Enolosure 
w: Shannon 0. Pierce, Esq. 

Parties of R m d  
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testimony as Exhibit - (CB-2, Backup to “Attachment 1”) is the detailed 

worksheet which includes the back up to the “Attachment 1” numbers, and for 

purposes of this discussion, I will refer to this detailed worksheet. The first page 

of Exhibit - (CB-2) reflects the same information on the original “Attachment 1” 

plus some of the backup calculations. Column B of page 1 reflects the various 

components of the methodology. Column C reflects a 1999 Rate Design analysis 

and Column D reflects a November 2008 Surveillance Report Design analysis. 

Columns E through M reflect the detail for the information contained in Column 

D. Pages 2 and 3 of this exhibit are the November 2008 surveillance report data. 

What does the 1999 Rate Design (Column C) column reflect? 

This column reflects 1997 analysis performed by the NU1 Marketing group that 

was later found in the files. At the time I believed this reflected the original cost 

of the Om and Hialeah plants. 

What does the November 2008 Surveillance Report Design (Column D) 

reflect? 

Column D reflects the November 2008 surveillance report data for O&M 

Expenses (Rows 10 for Alexander Om and Row 37 for Hialeah and Black 

Point/South Dade), Depreciation (Rows 12 and 39), Taxes Other than Income 

(Rows 14 and 41), State Taxes (Rows 16 and 43), and Federal Taxes (Rows 18 

and 45) numbers multiplied by the cost of service allocation factor, 0.004842 

(Column H), approved by the Commission in ow last rate case for the class of 

service that applied to MDWASD, the GS-1250K class (which is from Order No. 

pCfl”‘,,- b,’ I ,  1 -  ‘i :,I.. 
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Q. What are the incremental costs that are developed from the December 2009 

data? 

In response to a Commission Staff data request in this docket, utilizing the same A. 

methodology that we used in December 2008 analysis but with December 2009 

Surveillance Report data, we calculated an incremental cost to serve the 

Alexander Orr plant of $197,312, for a rate of $0.05481 per therm, and for the 

Hialeah and Black Point/South Dade plants an incremental cost of $230,137, for a 

rate of $0.09898 per therm. This analysis is attached as Exhibit - (CB-3, 

December 2009 Incremental Cost Analysis). 

And what are the costs and rates developed from the November 2010 Q. 

surveillance report data? 

A. For purposes of my testimony, I utilized the same methodology that was used for 

both the December 2008 analysis and the December 2009 analysis but this time 

with November 2010 Surveillance Report data and actual original costs and 

consumption. This analysis resulted in an incremental cost to xrve the Alexander 

Orr plant of $184,690, for a rate of $0.06139 per therm, and for the Hialeah plant 

an incremental cost of $174,646, for a rate of $0.08575 per therm. This analysis 

is attached as Exhibit - (CB-4, Revised November 201 0 Incremental Cost 

Analysis). Also attached are Supplemental CB-2 and CB-3 analyses reflecting the 

revised numbers. 

Q. These analyses show that the incremental cost to serve is increasing over 

time. How is that possible? 

The biggest factor is the reduction in consumption. While the. capital investment 

in the plant and facilities to serve MDWASD may remain unchanged, the 

A. 

expenses to maintain and operate the utility, and hence the 
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testimony as Exhibit - (CB-2, Backup to “Attachment I” )  is the detailed 

worksheet which includes the back up to the “Attachment l”numbers, and for 

purposes of this discussion, I will refer to this detailed worksheet. The first page 

of Exhibit - (CB-2) reflects the m e  information on the original “Attachment 1” 

plus some of the backup calculations. Column B of page 1 reflects the various 

components of the methodology. Column C reflects a 1999 Rate Design analysis 

and Column D reflects n November 2008 Surveillance Report Design analysis. 

Columns E through M reflect the detail for the information contained in Column 

D. Pages 2 and 3 of this exhibit are the November 2008 surveillance repon data. 

What does tbe 1999 Rate Design (Column C) column reflect? 

This column reflects 19999  analysis performed by theNU1 Marketing group that 

was later found in the files. 

-,At tlic time I bclieved this ietlectcd the orieinal c.ost of the 

. O m  _- and .. H&ejih&i~~. 

What does the November 2008 Surveillance Report Design (Column D) 

reflect? 

Column D reflects the November 2008 surveillance report data for O&M 

Expenses (Rows IO for Alexander Om and Row 37 for Hialeah and Black 

PoinVSouth Dade), Depreciation (Rows 12 and 39), Taxes Other than Income 

(Rows 14 and 41), StateTaxes (Rows 16 and 43), and Federal Taxes (Rows 18 

and 45) numbers multiplied by the cost of scrvice allocation factor, 0.004842 

(Column H), approved by the Commission in our last rate case for the class of 
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What a re  the lncremental costs that are developed from the December2009 

data? 

In response to a Commission Staffdata request in this docket, utilizing the same 

methodology that we used in December 2008 analysis but with December 2009 

Surveillance Report data, we calculated an incremental cost to serve the 

Alexander Orr plant of $197.3 12, for a rate of $0.05481 per therm, and for the 

Hialeah and Black PointlSouth Dade plants an incremental cost of$230,137, for a 

rate of $0.09898 per therm. This analysis is attached as Exhibit- (CB-3, 

Deccmber 2009 Incremental Cost Analysis). 

And what 8Pe the wits 8nd r8tes developed from the November 2010 

surveillance report data? 

For purposes of my testimony, I utilized the same methodology that was used for 

both the December 2008 analysis and the December 2009 analysis but this time 

with November 2010 Surveillance Report dm.p?ld acn1RI oriclinal cos&& 

_- consun-. This analysis resulted in an incremental cost to serve the Alexander 

Orr plant of $ W L 8 =  for a rate of $ O . O M B  per them, and for the 

Hialeah ' ' Mfhk plants an incremental cost of 

W,243L74.64h. for a rate of $ O . W Q  per therm. This analysis is 

attached as Exhibit - (CB-4. R&vis<d November 2010 Incremental Cost 

Analysis). Also attached are Suooleinental CB-7 and C'R-3 analvses rctlectinxth~ 

revised n u n i b  
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These analyses show that the incremental cost to  serve is increasing over 

I-_ I 1 time. How is that posslble? 

' ~ h v  biceesl Factor is tlic wduclion ill consumption. While the capital investment 

in the plant and facilities to serve MDWASD may remain unchanged, the 

expenses to maintain and operate the utility, and hence the facilities to serve 

MDWASD, generally have increased over time. Our biggest expenses are those 

associated with personnel -salaries, pensions, and insurance, for example. We do 

a very good job in managing our overall expenses, but increased personnel 

expenses over time will have a significant impan on our costs. This is in part 

why any price paid by MDWASD should not be set at cost as it exists at that time, 

especially for a longer term, ten year contract. Because costs change over time, 

the rate should be set at a level that will allow the utility to recover all of its costs 

over time. 

ISSUE 3: Does the contract rate in the 2008 Agreement allow FCC to 
recover FCC's incremental cost to serve MDWASD? 

Are the Incremental cosb that you have developed for service to MDWASD 

covered by the price in the 2008 TSA? 

No, as I have already testified, they do not. Whether you look at the November 

2008 cost analysis, which is the closest in time to when the 2008 TSA was signed, 

or the most recent surveillance report data, the price simply does not cover the 

cost of service. 
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Does this change in responsibilities since you Ned your direct testimony 

require any changea or have any other impact on your direct testimony? 

The only change would be to update my current position to reflect my new duties 

with FCG The facts and analyses I have provided have not changed because of 

my new duties. 

What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 

My rebuttal testimony addresses the cost of service associated with the rates in the 

2008 Natural Gas Transportation Service Agreement (“2008 TSA”) at issue in the 

docket and the Competitive Rate Adjustment (“CRA”) testimony of the various 

Miami-Dade Water and Sewer Department (“MDWASD”) witnesses. Contrary to 

their beliefs, the analysis I have provided to calculate the incremental costs to 

provide transportation service to the three MDWASD plants is appropriate. In 

addition, I discuss the benefits to customers of the CRA and why it is important to 

the Company’s ability to meets its revenue requirements. Finally, I discuss how 

much money MDWASD owes FCG for its failure to pay the tariff rates. 

Do you have any exhibits associated with your rebuttal testimony? 

Yes, I am responsible for the following rebuttal exhibit: 

Exhibit No. 
CB-6 

Descriution 
Alexander Orr and Hialeah Plant Original Costs 
(Records from FCG Supplemental Response to Staff 
Second Set of Interrogatories No. 22) 
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presented to the Commission for approval, we need to be united in demonstrating 

to the Commission that there is an appropriate tariff provision that authorizes the 

proposed service agreement, that there is verifiable information for any bypass 

alternatives, and that the rates recover their incremental costs. 

Mr. Langer claims that there is no FCG investment in the facilities sewing 

the MDWASD plants. Do yon agree? 

No. MI. Langer is correct that MDWASD did pay and contribute certain costs 

associated with the service lines and meters. However, at the same time the 

Company also incurred some incremental capital costs associated with the high 

pressure mains and other capital costs for the Alexander On and Hialeah plants, 

$526,234.30 and $30,330.83, respectively. See my Exhibit - (CB-6, Alexander 

Om and Hialeah Plant Records from FCG Supplemental Response to Staffs 

Second Interrogatories to Florida City Gas, No. 22). These costs are included as 

the basis of my analysis. 

So, your analysis excluded any contributed costs paid for by MDWASD? 

Yes, that is correct. 

Mr. Langer and Mr. Saffer assert that FCG has more than recovered its 

investment in the facilities serving MDWASD. Do you agree? 

No. First, I believe this position is predicated on the assumption that MDWASD 

contributed alJ of the facilities necessary to providing service and that any 

additional expenditures to serve the MDWASD plants would be nominal and thus 

would have been recovered by now. As you can see in Exhibit - (CB-6), the 

Company has made substantial investments to service. Moreover, based upon this 
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Does this change in responsibilities since you filed your direct testimony 

require any changes or have any other impact on your direct testimony? 

The only change would be to update my current position to reflect my new duties 

with FCG The facts and analyses I have provided have not changed because of 

my new duties. 

What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 

My rebuttal testimony addresses the cost of service associated with the r a m  in the 

2008 Natural Gas Transportation Service Agreement ( V O O S  TSA”) at issue in the 

docket and the Competitive Rate Adjustment (“CRA”’) testimony of the various 

Miami-Dade Water and Sewer Department (“MDWASD”) witnesses. Contrary to 

their beliefs, the analysis I have provided to calculate the incremental costs to 

provide transportation service to the three MDWASD plants is appropriate. In 

addition, I discuss the benefits to customers of the CRA and why it is important to 

the Company’s ability to meets its revenue requirements. Finally, I discuss how 

much money MDWASD owes FCG for its failure to pay the tariff rates. 

Do you have any exhibits associated with your rebuttal teatimony? 

Yes, I am responsible for the following rebuttal exhibit: 

Exhibit No. 
CB-6 

Description 
In -”. ‘397 . Alexander Orr and Hialeah Plant 

Oridnal Costs- 
sktev 
mecords from FCG Suoolernental Rcsponse to Staff 
Second Set of Interrogatories No. 22) 23 
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negotiations, just like documented information regarding viable bypass 

alternatives will be relevant. These are all factors that must be considered and 

evaluated as a part of the negotiation process. When a new agreement is 

presented to the Commission for approval, we need to be united in demonstrating 

to the Commission that there is an appropriate tariff provision that authorizes the 

proposed service agreement, that there is verifiable information for any bypass 

alternatives, and that the rates recover their incremental costs. 

Mr. Langer claims that there is no FCG investment in the facilities serving 

the MDWASD plants. Do you agree? 

No. Mr. Langer is correct that MDWASD did pay and contribute certain costs 

associated with the service lines and meters. However, at the same time the 

Company also incurred some incremental capital costs associated with the high 

pressure mains nndpthcr caoital costs for the Alexander Orr and Hialeah plants, 

$387250536.234.30 and %833.2330.330.83, respectively. See my Exhibit - 
(CB-6, F&?wy,4- Alexander Om and Hialeah Plant Rak.-&t4tbw 

*- . k M  -~ Records tioiii FCG S ~ o l r m ~ n t a l  Resuonsc to 

Std's Second lnteaorratoriss to Florida City Gas. Yo. 22). These costs are 

included as the basis of my analysis. 

So, your analysis excluded any contributed costs paid for by MDWASD? 

Yes, that is correct. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing has been served on 
the following parties by Electronic Mail and/or U.S. Mail this 29* day of April, 201 1, 

Anna Williams, Esq. 
Martha Brown, Esq. 
Ofice of the General Counsel 
Florida Public Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32399-0850 

Mr. Melvin Williams 
Florida City Gas 
955 East 25th Street 
Hialeah, FL 33013 

Shannon 0. Pierce 
AGL Resources, Inc. 
Ten Peachtree Place, 15* Floor 
Atlanta, GA 30309 

Henry N. Gillman, Esq. 
David Stephen Hope, Esq. 
Miami-Dade County 
11 1 NW First Street, Suite 2800 
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